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ARTICLE 50 ANDQUESTIONSOF AUTHORSHIP. Z.N.(S.) 1925

By Curtis W. Sabrosky (Systematic Entomology Laboratory, Entomology

Research Division, Agr. Res. Serr., USDA^}

The case of "Heterotis Ehrenberg, 1829" [Z.N.(S.) 1807], published in the

Bulletin for 7 December 1967 (d'Aubenton and Daget, pp. 291-293) raises

questions of the authorship to be attributed to the names involved. There has

been considerable difference of opinion about recent problems, and it seems

desirable for the Commission to focus attention on the interpretation of Article

50 as it affects the case of Heterotis and similar situations.

2. Because single authors only are involved in the examples used, the

statement in Article 50 can be simplified for present purposes by eliminating

the plurals and the reference to joint publication: "The author of a scientific

name is the person who first publishes it in a way that satisfies the criteria of

availability, unless it is clear from the contents of the publication that . . . some
other person is alone responsible both for the name and the conditions that

make it available."

3. The author who first publishes a name would appear to have a major

claim on the name, because publication in the meaning of the Code is a primary

criterion of availability (Article 11a). However, the last clause of Article 50

clearly refers to conditions other than publication, because the author of the

publication would obviously be responsible for the publishing of the name.

Article 51c is further testimony that under certain conditions the "author" of a

name, for purposes of nomenclature, is not the person publishing it; thus,

"B in A" can only mean that "B" is the "author" of a name that was published

in a paper by "A".

4. The other conditions would ordinarily be a description or diagnosis

(perhaps rarely a figure or an indication), because the conditions of date,

language, etc. (Article lla-g) are general criteria that names must satisfy irre-

spective of questions of authorship. There is no difficulty when a publishing

author quotes the description furnished him by another author, as well as

attributing the name to that author. The diflFerences of opinion arise when

author "A" publishes author "B"s" manuscript name and attributes it to him

but characterizes it in his own ("A's") words, or so treats it that one cannot say

with certainty which author is actually responsible for the other "conditions

that make it available" (i.e., the description or diagnosis).

5. I believe that there will be so many variations and degrees of details

that for simplicity and objectivity we should recognize as "the author" of a

name that author who publishes the name and the qualifying conditions (Articles

1 2 and 1 3), except only in cases of direct quotation or equally clearcut attribution

of both name and description (and of course the specific exception provided for

names in minutes, cf Article 50a). This is clearly the meaning of Articles
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50 and 51c; examples for these Articles in the Code would have been useful for

clarity and better understanding.

6. A few examples from different groups of animals will illustrate the case.

Details differ, but the essential problem is surprisingly uniform.

7. Example 1. Heleroiis and H. niloticus

The relevant parts of this case {Bull. zool. Nomencl. 24 : 291-293) mav be

recapitulated briefly:

"Heleroiis niloticus Ehrenberg": Manuscript name, the plate labelled "1827"

but not actually published until years later, in 1899.

"Suclis niloticus, Ehr.": Published, with brief mention of characters, by
Cuvier, 1829, Regne animal (ed. 2), 2 :

.•'28.

"Heterotis niloticus des Herrn Dr. Ehrenberg": Mention in a footnote by

Riippell, 1829, Beschreibung unci Abbildung mehrercr neuer Fische im Nil

enideekt, p. 10. The applicants in the present case, MM. d' Aubenton and
Daget, consider the association of an available specific name (Cuvier had
appeared earlier in 1829) with a new generic name to be an indication making
available "the generic name Heleroiis Ehrenberg in Riippell, 1829."

Everyone agrees that both names, Heterotis and niloticus. were manuscript

names first coined by Ehrenberg. But this by itself does not confer nomen-
clatural availability and authorship. They are no different from many un-

published names on labels attached to specimens in collections, names in

notebooks and similar manuscript records, and even published names if these

are nomina nuda in mere lists of species.

Everyone agrees also that the name niloticus was first published by Cuvier

(1829) and the name Heterotis by Riippell (1829). The real question is whether

other conditions for availability were the responsibility of Ehrenberg or of

Cuvier and Riippell. For niloticus, the description, such as it is, appears in

the words of Cuvier as far as one can tell. For Heterotis the situation is not

clear because there is no description of the genus, and it rests upon the associa-

tion of an already available specific name (niloticus) with a hitherto unpublished

generic name (an "indication" in the sense of Article 16a, v). Ehrenberg "1827"

cannot be credited with that indication; neither name was then published and

available. Availability ofniloiieus came with Cuvier (1829), and Riippell (1829)

was the first to associate in publication the name Heterotis with that available

name.

Conclusions: Nomenclaturally speaking, the author of Heleroiis is Riippell,

and of niloticus, Cuvier. If one wished to show the source of the manuscript

names adopted by those authors, one could write Heterotis Riippell (ex

Ehrenberg) and niloticus Cuvier (ex Ehrenberg), but these bibliographical

formalities are seldom used.

8. Example 2. CchWm̂/iz/wj/ (Diptera: Syrphidae)

In 1925, Shannon published a revision of syrphid flies of the sub-family

Ceriodinae (1925, Inseeutor Inseitiae Menstruus 13 : 48-65). In a key to the

American species, on p. 62, he included "... durani Davidson." In three

lines at the bottom of the same page, under the heading "Ceriodes durani

Davidson", Shannon wrote: "Mr. W. M. Davidson, who has the description

of this species in manuscript, has kindly given me permission to include the
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species in the key. He will shortly publish the description." Davidson

published his description in another journal the following year (1926, Ent.

News 37 : 40-42).

Conclusion: The name was proposed by Davidson but published by

Shannon; most important, the key was Shannon's work, and this was the

essential condition that gave the name availability as of 1925. Accordingly, in

the recent "Catalog of the Diptera of America North of Mexico" (Stone etal.,

1965 : 615), durani is credited to Shannon, 1925, and not to Davidson //;

Shannon.

9. Example 3. Sicyonia wheeleri (Crustacea)

Burkenroad and Chace collected in Bermuda in 1936 and found a new
shrimp, which Burkenroad christened Sicyonia wheeleri. with the intention

of describing it later. In 1943, Gurney (Proc. Zool. Sac. London, Ser. B,

113 : 1 ff.) described the larval stages of ''Sicyonia wheeleri Burkenroad," and

thanked Burkenroad for the identification. In 1945, Burkenroad (Arkiv for

Zoologi, 37A (9) : 5) finally published his own description of wheeleri (adult),

as a new species.

Conclusion : The name must be cited as Sicyonia wheeleri Gurney, or at most

as Gurney (ex Burkenroad). Gurney first published the name with the essential

condition that made it available, a description, and the description was Gurney's,

not Burkenroad's. The name must be credited to the one who first published

the name and described the taxon, in any of its stages.

10. Discussion; Authorship is not ordinarily such a serious matter that

exceptions to the Code need be made. It is more important that interpretation

and application of the existing relevant rules be objective, consistent, and clear.

Indeed, authors should realize that problems and seeming injustices commonly
arise from their own carelessness in the dissemination of manuscript names, or

of names "in press" that are unexpectedly delayed in appearance, followed by

the innocent assumptions in good faith by correspondents that the names sent

them have of course been published. Unfortunate as such cases are for the

individuals concerned, there are really not many, and they should not influence

automatic application of a consistent rule.
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Except for Heterotis, which is already the subject of an application to

the Commission (Bulletin 24 : 291-3, 1967), the names cited should not be

placed on Official Lists. They are used here solely to illustrate the problems of

authorship. One of them, or some similar case, could be considered by the

Editorial Committee as an example under Article 50 in the new edition of the

Code.


